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Conceptual Approach
“Discovery of semantic connections to 
languages from named entities in the article”
ELEVATE Framework [1]
▪ Recursive exploration of   YAGO  relations
▪ Country centric: 
<isCitizenOf>, <diedIn>, 
<isLocatedIn>, <isLeaderOf>, 
<isPoliticianOf>, <wasBornIn>, <livesIn>
▪ Organization centric: 
<owns>, <created>, <worksAt>
▪ Linking of entities to languages
Breadth-first-search (BFS): 
Stopping the exploration after the discovery of 
first language for a named entity
Depth-first-search (DFS): 
Revealing all languages associated with a 
named entity exhaustively
Other Research Works
ELEVATE-Live [3]
▪ Online news article virality 
prediction to countries
▪ Extension of ELEVATE framework
▪ Available at: https://elevate.greyc.fr
Semantic Fingerprinting [2] 
▪ Fine-grained entity-level Web 
content classification
▪ Concise semantic representation of 
documents based on their entities
Objective: 
Automatically Predict the Event Diffusion into Foreign Language Communities
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Spread Prediction
Task: Pick the best candidates from all the 
scored languages
Adjusted Thresholding
▪ Threshold(θ) = average spread in the ground truth 
▪ k-fold cross-validation 
▪ Risk of picking the irrelevant languages
Multi-label Classification
▪ Output labels as the languages in event spread
▪ Candidate language scores as feature vectors 
▪ Classifiers decide the spread
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